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ON A SHAPE CONTROL PROBLEM FOR THE STATIONARY
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

MAX D. GUNZBURGER1, HONGCHUL KIM 2 AND SANDRO MANSERVISI3

Abstract. An optimal shape control problem for the stationary Navier-Stokes System is considered.
An incompressible, viscous flow in a two-dimension al channel is studied to détermine the shape of part
of the boundary that minimizes the viscous drag. The adjoint method and the Lagrangian multiplier
method are used to dérive the optimality System for the shape gradient of the design functional.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optimal shape control problems associated wit h the Navier-S tokes équations have a wide and important
range of applications. Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic problems such as the design of cars, airplanes, and jet
engines provide a few settings. Despite the fact that this field has been extensively studied, determining the
best shape for a System governed by the Navier-Stokes équations is still a diffierilt and time consuming task.

Early studies devoted to optimal shape control problems for the Navier-Stokes équations can be found
in [28,29]. Nowadays shape optimization problems are covered in several monographs (see, e.g.9 [16,26,30,35])
which, for the most part, focus on the case of the Laplace operator or Stokes flow. The theoretical treatment of
optimal shape design problems are concerned with questions of" existence, regularity of solutions, and ditrerentia-
bility properties. Also, the numerical implementation, the analysis, and the consistency of discrete approxima-
tions are fundamental issues. Some papers on the existence and regularity of solutions are [6,9,20,28,32,33,36].
However, those results generally lack a coherent first-order necessary condition and often the regularity assumed
cannot be used in numerical algorithms. Other papers, e.gn [4,12,13,17,25,27,33], deal with re-formulations of
the problem, mainly to simplified situations. Again, results are far from complete.

In [25,27,34] an interesting embedding domain technique is explored which provides an equivalent formulation
of the optimization problem on a fixed domain. In particular, in [34], an explicit formula for shape variations
for the Navier-Stokes équation is proposée!. In this paper, we not only recover this resuit but extend it in the
framework of a more gênerai Lagrange multiplier technique that can easily take into account other constraints.
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This paper is concerned with a shape optimization problem for the stationary incompressible. Navier-Stokes
équations and will cover some of the above topics. The main focus is to find an appropriate formulation of the
optimal shape design problem that is attractive for consistent numerical computations. We consider the full
Navier-Stokes case and recover the first-order necessary conditions that can be used for developing a consistent
numerical approach to the problem. In contrast to previous authors, we make consistent use of the dual
variables and introducé the regularity of the boundary explicitly as a main constraint which is enforced through
Lagrange multiplier techniques. The resulting optimality condition is a System of équations and variâtional
inequalities which express the compact and coherent mathematical formulation of the problem. Issues related
to numerical approximations such as mesh adaptation, embedding domain techniques, and computational tests
are fundamental, but due to space limitations, will be treated in future papers; the interested reader can also
consult [8,12,13,25-27,30] and the références cited therein.

Although we deal with a spécifie, two-dimensional drag minimization problem, the approach used here is
discussed in genera! terms and can be used for many other optimal control problems involving different objective
functionals and classes of shape controls. Furthermore, although the geometry is somewhat simple, our results
can be extended to a gênerai settings without further complications. Our aim here is to provide a systematic
analysis for the problem in which the viscous drag is minimized through the use of variational methods and to
dérive a useful formula for the shape gradient of the design functional.

1.1. The model shape control problem

We consider the two-dimensional incompressible flow of a viscous fluid through the channel Vt shown in
Figure 1. The velocity ü and the pressure p satisfy the stationary Navier-Stokes system

-vAü+ (ü • V)ü+ Vp = f in il (1.1)

V 'ü = 0 in Q (1.2)

along with the Dirichlet boundary conditions

on Fi
on F3 (1.3)
on F2 U F4 ,

where ƒ is the given body force. In (1.1), v dénotes the inverse of the Reynolds number whenever the variables
are appropriately nondimensionalized. The vectors g\ and g^ are the given velocities at the inflow Fi and
outflow F 3 of the channel, respectively. Along the bottom, F^ and the top, F2, of the channel the velocity
vanishes. The function g must satisfy the compatibility condition

l (1.4)

where n is the unit normal vector along the surface F.
If some other types of boundary conditions, e,g., natural boundary conditions or outflow boundary conditions,

are specified along the left or right or bottom boundaries, the results given in this paper are formally valid but
some technical details in the analysis should be carefully revised. The set Ta = {x = (x, z) € M2 | x G (a, 6), z =
a(x)} C F2 is the shape which is to be determined through the optimization process. In the rest of the paper,
we shall dénote the interval (a, b) by / and the domain Q by Q(a).

There is a substantial literature discussing the set of all possible shapes. Clearly, the function a must belong
to C0)1(/) in order to be regular enough to suppress excessive oscillations; see, e.g., [29]. However, a; G C0)1(/)
may not be sufficient to enable one to explicitly dérive a fîrst-order necessary condition. Thus, here, the set of
ail admissible controls a is restricted to more regular shapes, namely, to belong to Cfl>1(/). In order to have a
regular flow which is shape differentiable, we need a domain with pieeewise C1'1 boundary and convex corners
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do

r2 / ^

c0

FIGURE 1. The flow domain Çl(a) and its boundary; Ta dénotes the part of the boundary
whose shape is to be determined by the optimization process.

(for details see [17,33]). Furthermore, there are some practical constraints that may be taken into account; for
example, the first derivative at the points x = a and x = b should be specifîed so that Ta is connected smoothly
to the rest of the boundary.

Specifically, we define a set of allowable shapes in the following way. Let CQ, do, £2, and d2 be positive
constants and z\ and z2 be the location of the controlled surface Ta at x = a and x = è, respectively. Then,
the set

{a(x) e a < aW < dk for i = 0,2, a(a) = zu a(b) = z2, and a = 0}

may be a suitable set of allowable shapes, where a ^ dénotes the zth derivative of a. We have fixed the values
of the first derivatives at x = a and x = b to be zero but they can be adjusted if the boundary segments
are not horizontal when they meet Ta.

In order Lo eniorce ïhe regularily ûf llie bouiidary, we take a to be the solution öf the Poisson équation

à2 a
a(a) — z\, and a(b) = 22 , (1.5)

where C2 < q < d>2 for all x G / is an unknown function. The other boundary conditions on a, ie., a!{a) =
af(b) = 0, impose constraints on allowable fonctions q. In fact, if a and q are related by (1.5), then a'{a) =
a'(b) = 0 if and only if

/
q(x) dx = and ƒ ƒ

Ja t/a
= z2 — z± (1.6)

Since g is bounded, we have that a G C1^) and F is piecewise C1 '1 with convex corners. We note that the
lower bound for a, ie., a(x) > CQ VX G /, is necessary to avoid the intersection of F2 and F4 (see Fig. 1) and
that the second derivative bounds are necessary to assure that the curvature on F a can be computed.

One could examine several practical objective functionals for determining the shape of the boundary, e.#.,
the réduction of the drag due to viscosity or the identification of the velocity at a fixed vertical slit downstream.
To fix ideas, we focus on the minimization of the cost functional, or, in the terminology of shape optimization,
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the design performance function,

J{Ü7 ç, a)=2v f D{Ü) : D{Ü) dx + ~ / q2 dx , (1.7)

where ü is the velocity field defined on Q(a): D(u) = |(Vw + (Vi?)T) is the déformation tensor for the flow ü,
and (3 is a nonnegative constant. For /3 = 0, the functional (1.7) represents the rate of energy dissipation due
to déformation and physically, except for an additive constant, can be identified with the viscous drag of the
flow. We note that for a solenoidal flow field ü, we have 2D(ü) : D(u) = Vu : Vu.

Formally speaking, the control problem we consider is to find Ü, a, and q such that the functional (1-7) is
minimized subject to the Navier-Stokes System (1.1)—(1.3) and the relations (1.5) and (1.6) being satisfied.

The plan of the rest of the paper is as follows. In the rest of this section, we introducé some notation and
consider the associated boundary value problem for which the domain is given. In the next section, we give a
précise description of the model optimization problem and then state and prove some results concerning the
existence of optimal solutions. In Section 3, a first-order necessary condition is found through a direct sensitivity
analysis and the adjoint équation method is used to compute the shape gradient for the model problem; the
dérivations of this section assume that the standard condition guaranteeing the uniqueness of solutions of the
stationary Navier-Stokes system holds. In Section 4, we use the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain similar
results; although the dérivations of this section are not as direct, it does not require that the "uniqueness
condition" holds.

1.2. N o t a t i o n s

In this paper, depending on the context, C and K dénote generic constants whose values also depend on
context. We dénote by Hs(ö), s £ l , the standard Sobolev space of order s with respect to the set O, which
is either the flow domain Q, or its boundary F, or part of its boundary. Whenever m is a nonnegative integer,
the inner product over Hm(ö) is denoted by (ƒ, g)m and (ƒ, #) dénotes the inner product over HÜ(O) = L2(O).
Hence, we associate with i?m(0) its natural norm ||/| |m,o — >/(ƒ,/)m- For 1 < p < oo the Sobolev space
Wm*p(ö) is defined as the closure of C°°{O) in the norm '

- E ioKicTf{xWdx'
\a\<rn

The closure of CQ°(Ö) under the norm || • ||w™.p(c>) will be denoted by W™'p(ö). Whenever possible, we will
neglect the domain label in the norm.

For vector-valued functions and spaces, we use boldface notation. For example, HS(S7) = [Hs(ÇÏ)]n dénotes
the space of Mn-valued functions such that each component belongs to HS(Q). Of special interest is the space

——̂- G L2(Q) for j>k = 1,2
dxk

equipped with the norm \\v\\i = (Yllc=i Ibfclli)1^2- We define the space

V(fi) - { Ï G H 1 ^ ) | V Ü = 0}

and the space of infinité differentiable solenoidal functions by

y(Q) = {üe Co°(Ö) | V • ü = 0} .

For Fs C F with nonzero measure, we also consider the subspace

Hps (ÎÎ) = { v e H1 (ÎÎ) I v = Ö on r s } .
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Also, we write HQ(£7) = Hp(fi). For any v G H1 (fi), we write \\Vv\\ for the seminorm. Let (HpJ* dénote the
dual space of H p , Note that (HpJ* is a subspace of H"1(O), where the latter is the dual space of Ho(
The duality pairing between H" 1 (fi) and H^fi) is denoted by (•, •).

Let g be an element of H1/2 (F). It is well known that H1/2 (F) is a Hubert space with norm

where 7r dénotes the trace mapping 7r : Hx(fi) —» H1/2(F). We let (H1/2(F))* dénote the dual space of
H 1 / 2 ^) and <•, -}r dénote the duality pairing between ( H V 2 ( F ) ) * and H1/2(F). From the définition of the dual
norm, we have

Nl-i /2 , r= sup f
It is shown in [20] that

l|S||-i/2,r = sup

provides an alternative and equivalent définition for the dual norm || • || x/2-
Let F5 be a smooth subset of F. Then, the trace mapping 7rs : H1(f7) —• H1/2(FS) is well defined and

Since the pressure is only determined up to an additive constant by the Navier-Stokes System with velocity
boundary conditions, we define the space of square integrable function having zero mean over Q as

[
In order to define a weak form of the Navier-Stokes équations, we introducé the continuous bilinear forms

22 r
y^ D(u):D(v)dx Vn,?T G H1 ( (1.8)

and

b(v:q) = ~ I qV-vdx Vç G ig(fi) , VtfeH^ÎÎ) (1.9)

and the trilinear form

c(w; Ü) v) = I W'Vü'vdx= y^ I Wjljr-^-)vidx Vûf, u, v E H1 (H). (1-10)

Obviously, a(-, -) is a continuous bilinear form on H1(fi) x H1(fi) and 6(-, •) is a continuous bilinear form on
H1(fi) x I/o(fi); also c(-; -, •) is a continuous trilinear form on Hx(fi) x Hx(fi) x Hx(fi) which can be verified by
the Sobolev embedding of H1(fi) C L4(fi) and Holder's inequality. We also have the coercivity property

a(v7v) > C||z7||2 yvG Hp {fl)

whenever Ts C F has positive measure and the inf-sup condition

inf sup ,t^„ ',, „ > K.
~— -JHIIHPII "
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For details concerning the function spaces we have introduced, one may consult [2,5,37,38] and for details
âbout the bilinear and trilinear forms and their properties, one may consult [10,15,37].

Before continuing, we recall some notations and results about domains that will be of use in the sequel. We
say that a domain Q has a cusp at x G F if no affine image in ü of a finite cone has a vertex at x. If Q, is a
Lipschitz continuous domain, the possibility of there being a cusp is excluded and therefore the domain ft has
the uniform extension property as the uniform Lipschitz sets are the open sets satisfying the cone property;
see [9]. We recall the following extension theorem (Calderon's extension theorem); see [2].

Theorem 1.1. For every uniform Lipschitz domain ft C M2 and positive integer m, there exists a linear
continuous extension operator

such that for every u G Hm(ri) we have \\EÜ\\m < C||u||m, where the positive constant C dépends only on the
cone imbedded in ft.

We recall also that a solenoidal extension to M2 of a solenoidal function deflned in ft can be found as described
in [7]. In the rest of the paper, whenever it is not confusing, we dénote the function and its extension by the
same symbol. Since the function a defines r a , we write the corresponding domain and boundary as ft(a) and
r (a ) respectively. A useful result which shall be used in the existence theorem is as follows; see [14].

Theorem 1.2. Let ft(am) be a séquence having the cone property and that converges to ft(a). Let um G
H1(fl(arn)) be a séquence converging to ü G H1(f2(a)). Assume that cj)(s) is continuous, nonnegative, and
convex for s e l . Then, we have that

7 (p(Vü)dx < liminf ƒ <^(Vum)df. (1.11)
Jn(a) m ^°° Jn(am)

1.3. The associated boundary value problem

We consider the formulation of the direct problem for the Navier-Stokes system (1.1)—(1.3) for which the
boundary and all the data functions are known. Let T(a) be the boundary which includes the segment T& (see
Fig. 1) defined for a given a G H2(I). Given a, we can compute q by using (1.5).

A weak formulation of the Navier-Stokes system is given as follows:

given f e H"1(r2(a)) and g e H 1 / 2(r(a)) ; find (û,p) e H^îîfa)) x L2(O(a)) satisfying

a{Ü,v) + c{Ü- Ü,v) + b(v,p) = {ƒ,v) VvG Hj(î î (a))

b(ü,q) = 0 Vq€Ll(n(a)) (1.12)

(u^r(a) - (£<0r(a) V s e H " 1 / 2 ^ ) ) .

Existence and uniqueness results for solutions of the system (1.12) are contained in the following theorem; see,
e-5-, [37].

Theorem 1.3. Let Q(a) be an open, bounded set of M2 with Lipschitz-continuous boundary T(a). Let f G
H~1(Sl(a)) and g E H 1 / 2 ( F ( Û ; ) ) and let g satisfy the compatibility condition (1.4). Then,

(i) there exists at least one solution (ü,p) G H1(0(a)) x L2(fl(a)) of (1.12);
(ii) the set of velocity fields that are solutions of (1.12) is closed in H1(H(a)) and is compact in L2(Ü(a));

and

(iü) if

v > vQ{n{a)J,Q) (1.13)
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for some positive VQ whose value is déterminée by the given data, then the set of solutions of (1.12) consists
of a single element.

Note that solutions of (1.12) exists for any value of the Reynolds number. However, (iii) implies that
uniqueness can be guaranteed only for "large enough" values of v or for "smail enough" data ƒ and g.

In order to write the first-order necessary condition that optimal solutions must satisfy, we shall need addi-
tional regularity for solutions of (1.12). To achieve the needed smoothness, we have to assume that the data
of the problem is smoother than that assumed in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3. In that case, we have the
following results; see [15,33,37,38].

Theorem 1.4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 hold. Let T(a) be piecewise C1 '1 with convex corners, g E
H3/2(F(a)) ; and f G L2(ft(a)). Let (ü,p) dénote a solution of (1.12). Then,

(i) (u,p) e n2{Q{a)) x Jï^fite)) nLg(fï(a)) and
(ii) the set of solutions of (1.12) is closed in H2(Sl(ct)) and compact in H1(O(a)).

2. THE MODEL SHAPE CONTROL PROBLEM AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS

In this section we give a précise formulation of the shape control problem we consider and prove the existence
of optimal solutions.

2.1. Formulation of the optimal shape control problem

We now formulate the model of the optimal shape control problem. We define the closed convex set

Qad = { ot G H2(I) | 0 < Co < a < do a(a) = z ls a(b) = z2, and af(a) = a'(b) = 0 }

and introducé the variable q belonging to the set

Bad — { q € L2(I) | C2 < q < d2 almost everywhere }

defined by

I,qvdx= I -^vdx "ivGL2(I). (2.1)
ƒ Ji ux~

The constants c2 and d2 are such that the set Qad is not empty. From the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we have
that H2(I) C C1^) c C°>x(ï) and therefore, if a G Qad and q G Bad, then a ^ C 1 ' 1 at least.

The optimal shape control problem can then be stated in the following way:

Given f G L2(fi(a)) and g e H3/2(F(a)) satisfying the compatibility condition (1.4), find (u^p,q,a)
such that

J(u, £ a) < J(ü7 g, a) (2.2)

for all (n,p,g,a) G H2(Q(a)) x ^ ( 0 ( 0 ) ) nig(f2(a)) x Bad x Qad satisfying (1.12) tmd (2.1).
The extended domain £1 is defined to be the rectangle [0,1] x [0, do]. We also assume that ƒ is defined over the
extended domain Q, and write f(Q,(a)) to dénote its restriction to O(a).

The admissible set of states and controls is given by

- {{ü,p,q,a) G n2(n(a))nV(Q(a)) x H1 {Çt(a)) O L2
0(Ü{a)) x Bad x Qad

such that J{u^q^a) < 00 and (u,p, g, a) satisfies (1.12) and (2.1)} .
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2.2. Existence of optimal solutions

We now turn to the question of the existence of optimal solutions for the problem in (2.2).

Theorem 2.1. There exists at least one optimal solution {u^pyq^a) G Aad of the optimal shape control
problem (2.2).

Proof. The proof follows from standard techniques (see, e.gn [6] or [20]) and here we sketch the main idea. First,
we prove that there exists a solution (üt, j>, g, a) of the optimal control problem in H1 (ü(a)) x Lg(f2(a)) x Bad x Qad
and then from the fact that the boundary is piecewise C1 '1 with convex corners, we conclude that this solution
is in U2(fl(a)) n V(fi(a)) x ff^a)) n Lg(ïl(a)) x Bad x Qad.

Let ft be the extended domain (in our case for example ft = {(x,z) E IR2 : 0 < x < 1,0 < z < do}). On
ft — ft(a), we can extend the velocity and the pressure fields according to Theorem 1.1 and dénote them by
u and p, respectively. Also, on ft — ft(a) we define the extended body force ƒ by substituting the extended
fields into the Navier-Stokes équations. We fix the test functions v in HQ(Q) so that they are independent of
boundary variations.

Consider the following procedure to construct the extension (S,p, ƒ) of (?2,p, ƒ). Given ft(a) and (w,p, ƒ) we
set u ~ ü and p = p over ft(a) and zero over fl — fl(a). By using (u:p) and the Navier-Stokes operator we
compute ƒ over the extended domain. Now (2,p, ƒ) satisfies the Navier Stokes system over a fixed domain.

With this setting, the (2, p) satisfies (1.12) on ft for all admissible a. The domain ft(a) lies inside the
extended domain and therefore if the test functions v G HQ(Q) fi H1(Q(a)) are used, then, over fi(a), (u,p)
satisfies

a(uyv) + c(u] u,v) + b(v,p) — (^^)r2 ~ (/?^) ^ ^ £ Hj(Q) Pi H1(f2(o;))

))HL2(f2) (2.3)

where t*is defined by

t = - p n + 2i/D(u) -fi on T2 ,

with n the unit vector normal to the curve P2- It is clear that when ƒ is known over ft then t is known and
vice versa.

Since the set of admissible solutions Aad is not empty and the set of the values assumed by the functional is
bounded from below, there exists a minimizing séquence (#m, am) in Bad

 x Qad and a corresponding séquence of
solutions over the extended domain (tïmjPrmd) £ H1(Ü) x LQ(SI) X H " 1 / 2 ^ ) which are uniformly bounded.
Using a standard argument, we can extract subsequences (unipn,tniqnian) such that, for some (S;p,£;ç,a) G
H 1 ^ ) x Ll(Ü) x H " 1 / 2 ^ ) x L2(7) x H2{I), we have

ïi^ —> u weakly in H1(H)
un —> î strongly in L2(O)
7r(a)^n ~^ 7r(a)^ weakly in H1^2(F(a))
7r(o:)^n —̂  7r(a)^ strongly in L2(F(o;))
^ n -^ p weakly in
tn —> f weakly in
a n —> a weakly in H2{I)
qn —» g weakly in L2(I),
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where the strong convergence results follow from the Sobolev imbedding theorem, The limit iu^p. t,q:a) belongs
to H1 (fi) x L^(Q) x H~1/2(F2) x Bad

 x Qad since the sets Bad and Qad are convex and closed. We recall that
every closed convex set is weakly closed (see [31]).

Now we wish to show that the restriction of (u,p, t,q,a) G H1 (fi) x L§(fi) X H " 1 / 2 ^ ) x Bad x Qad to il(a) is
a solution of (2.2). It is enough to prove this for all the test functions v G V(il) and then we claim the resuit for
ail v G HQ (fi) by a continuity argument. It is possible to show that the limit satisfies (2.3) simply by extending
the intégral to il and by applying standard Navier-Stokes results for fixed boundaries [1,22,37]. For example
for the flrst term (recalling that un vanishes on fi — il(an) and applying the above convergence results) we have

lim / D{un) : D(v) dx = lini / D{un) : D(v) dx = / D(u) : D(v) dx = D(u) : D(v) dx ,

for ail v G V(iT). The nonlinear term does not present problems since, once we are in the extended domain, the
limit is assured by standard arguments on fixed domains [1,37] if un converges weakly in H1 (il) and strongly
in L2(fi).

The formulation in (1.12) and in (2.3) are equivalent when the test functions are taken in Hg(fi(a)) and
therefore the restriction (u} p, g, a) in il(a) of the limit (u, p} g, a) satisfies the Navier-Stokes équations in (1.12).
Using Theorem 1.2, we have that the functional is weakly lower semi-continuous and consequently we have that
(u}p, q, a) is a solution of the optimal shape control problem in H1(n(û;)) x LQ(H(O)) X Bad x Qad-

The regularity required by the theorem follows from simple considérations. From the fact that g G Hx(r(a)),
it follows that Ü is in H3/2(Q(a)) and the nonlinear term is in L2(Vt(a)) at least. Since the boundary is piecewise
C1'1 with convex corners, we can apply the regularity results for the Stokes flow in [17,33] and conclude that
this solution is in H2(^(a)) n V(îî(a)) x H1^^)) H Lg(fi(a)) x Bad x Qad. D

3. THE FIRST ORDER NECESSARY CONDITION

3.1. Préliminaires

Let Cad be the set of a G Qad such that a" G Bad- Let a G Cad be the function that détermines Ta C T(a).
After déformation, the domain fi (a) takes a new shape il (a) with boundary F (a) corresponding to the function
5 G Cad- The field, defined on F a , transforming F a into F^ is indicated by V and the corresponding variation by
Sa = a — a. For exampie, in our spécifie case, if a, a G Qad, then oa — a — a and V = (0, 5a), where the vector
V is defined on Ta. We note that, as proved in [35], the vector V can always be extended from F a to every
point (x, z) G il(a) or every point in M2, i.e. in our case we can simply take V(x, z) = (0, zôa(x)/a(x)) G M2.

We can generate a family of boundary parameterized by t as

ra+tóa - {Xa + t V(xa) | Xa G FcJ (3.1)

for ail t G [0,1]. Let K(a) be a functional on the domain fi(a). We say that K(a) : Cad —̂  M is Gateaux-
differentiable at a in the direction ôa if there is a real number K! — (DK/Da)8a such that

)-tx:'| =

In a similar way, when F is a Banach Space, the map Ü(a) : Cad —>• Y is said to be Gateaux-differentiable at a
in the direction Sa (V = (0, 5a)) if there exists a function u ' G Y(il(a)) such that

l i m \\üt(St(<*t)) ~ u(il{a)) - *g'||Y(n(oQ) =
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Before proving differentiability. we need the following lemma [35].

Lemma 3.1- Given a, a in Cad {Sa = a - a), yi e W 1 ' 1 ^ 2 ) and y2 G W2>1(M2). Let

= / yi(x)dx and /Cr(a) = / 3/2 (s) ds.
JQ(a) JT(a)

Then,

DJCn
Da

DKT

öa= f V • (Vy±(x)) dx = [ yi (s) (1? • ra) ds (3.4)

• Ôa — I ( (- K,y2(s)) (V • fï) ds , (3*5)
Da JT<x dn

where V is the vector (0,5a) defined on F a and K and ft are the curvature and the unit vector normal to Fa,
respectively.

This lemma has been stated in the context of our particular optimal control situation but a more gênerai
framework can be found in [30] and [35]. We remark that, in order to apply the above lemma, the functions
yi and y2 must be defined on E2 or extended outside fi(a) and its gradient must be integrable. This allows
the limit to be represented as a boundary intégral over F a . The requirement yi e Wljl(]R2) implies a certain
regularity for the solution of the Navier-Stokes system. If such a regularity is not present, we may extend the
previous lemma to a function yx in L2(R2). In this case, the functional is weakly differentiable in H~2 [35],
which may not imply regular solutions and its représentation as a boundary intégral on Fa.

3.2. Differentiability of candidate optimal solutions and the functional

We shall show that the optimal control solution must satisfy a first-order necessary condition which leads
to a variational inequality. By studying this variational inequality, a possible candidate for the optimal control
solution can be found. In order to obtain this resuit, we need to prove the differentiability of the functional,
and before that, of functions satisfying the constraints.

Theorem 3.2. Let (1.13) hold so that (1.12) has a unique solution. Let (iï,p,q,a) € Aad- The mapping
(iï,p) = (u(a),p(a)) has a Gâteaux derivative (u'\pf) — ( ^ • Sa, j ^ • Ôa) in every direction ôa = a — a for ail
a in Aad- Furthermore, (u'\pf) is the solution of the problem

b(ü\q) = 0 VqeLKn(a)) ^

[ s- (V + | ^ ( F • n)) ds = 0 Vs 6 U-l^2(T(a)),
Jr(a) \ on J

where the vector V, defined by (0,5a) on F a ? vanishes on F(a) — Ta. The unit vector n is the unit normal to
the boundary F (a).

Proof. Let fi be the extended domain (in our case Q may be {(x,z) G R2 : 0 < x < 1,0 < z < do}). On
Q — Q(a) we can extend the velocity and the pressure fields by the Calderon theorem and dénote them by u
and p respectively. We assume that the body force ƒ G L2(fi) and the test functions v G Hj(fî) are defined
over the extended domain so that they are independent of boundary variations.

Let (u,p: q,a) and (ûi, p\, qi, 5) be given in Aad- We set ôa — a — a and at = a -f tôa. The domain
Çl{a) lies inside the extended domain and therefore, if the test functions v E Hjjj(fi) n Hx(fi(a)) are used, then
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(u, p, g, a) G Aad satisfies

1243

(-vV2û+{û- V)S + Vp- f) flV((î(a))
()

f
f

Jr(

= 0 \fq e Ll{

{û-g)-sds = 0 W G

and (ut,puquat) G Aad is the solution of

ƒ ( - vV2ut + (ut • V)ut + Vp* - / ) • vdx - 0 Vv G H*(fi) n V(O(at))

/ gV-îtdd? = O VĝG Lo(fï) nLo(fi(at))

(ît - g) • 5ds = 0 Vse H"1/2(r(a t))

with ƒ the body force defined over O,.
From the définition of Gâteaux derivative we have to prove that

lim
t->o+

pi - p -

where {uf,pf) satisfies

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3-9)

(3.10)

ƒ f -vV2üf + (u; • V)2+(u- V)u; + V

+ / (^ * ") ( - ^V22 + (S • V)û + vp - M • î; ds = 0 V? G HQ(fi) n V(u(a))

[ qV-ufdx+ [ {V>fî)qV'Ûds = O Vç G Lg(fi) H L§(fi(û:))

\ u'sds+ ^(Vn)-sds = 0 Vs e H-1 / 2(r(a)) .

It is clear that the formulation in (3.10) implies (3.6) when test functions vanishing at the boundary are used.
Now we write the équations for u = (ut —u — tuf)/t and p = (pt — p — tpf)/t and show that (iï,p) satisfies

the limit in (3.9). By subtracting the first équation in (3.10) and (3.7) from (3.8) we can write

/ (- vV2ût + (ût • V)ut + Vpt - f] • vdx - ( - i/V2S + (u - V)u + Vp - / ) •
Jn(at)

 v J Jn{oc) v J

-t ( - vV2uf + (u' • V)î + (u • V)u' -f Vpy) • vdx
JQ(a) V 7

- 1 ƒ (V • n) ( - vV2u -f (u • V)S + Vp - / ] • ï; ds = 0 .

vdx
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If we define w = ut — u7 z = pt — V, and Fi (w, ?) by

Fi({t?,îr) = - - / ( — i/V s* + (s t * v)ïït •+- Vpi — ƒ

1 f f ,~ <2~ f~

+ - ƒ [ ~ (w - V)w ~ vV ut + [ut • V)ut -h Vpt

+ / (V - n) ( — i /Vu + ( ï • V)2 + Vp — ƒ ) • ï?ds

for all £ G V(fi(a)) H Hj(îl), then we can write

ff 2~ ~ — ^ ~ Â ^ ^

In a similar way, we have

»5) V§̂ € i§(^) nLo(ri(a

vdx

ïï • 5ds = F3(û, s) V5 G

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

by defming

and

F2(wJq) =
t

- qV-ûtdx)+ (V-n)qV-uds

Fs(w, s) = - - ( / (ut- g) • sds - (ut- g) • sds ) + ƒ (V • n) — • 5*d5.
t v ^ r ( a t ) </r(a)

 J Jra on

Now, we use Lemma 3.1 to estimate Fi, F2 and F3. In fact, from Lemma 3.1, we have that for every e > 0
there exists a t\ such that

/
n(at)

< e

pt j x - y ^ ^ ^

- / (t? • n) ( - i/V2ït + (ïït • V)SÉ + Vpi - / ) • ?ds

for all t < ii . Therefore, if t < ti, we can write

IF^ufjïT) | < e + | / Hi(w) - vds | + | / Gi(fü) * vdx |,

where Hi(w) and Gi(^) are defined by

/ Gi(w)-vdx—~ ((w • V)to) • v)dx
Jn(a) t JQ(a)

dx

(3,14)

(3.15)

and
H1(w)-vds= ƒ (V-ft)( - (w • V)£+ (u •
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for ail v G HQ(Q) f) V(Q(a)). Furthermore, for every e > 0 there exists a t2 such that for ail t < t2 we have

\F2{w,v)\ < e + | / {V • n) q\/ • wdx \ = e + | ƒ H2{w)qdx (3.16)

1̂ 3 (t5, s) | < c + | / (V • n) | ^ • s ds | = e + | [ H3{w) -sds\. (3.17)

We note that the System (3.11)-(3.13) takes the form of a linearized Navier-Stokes System with the right-hand
side terms given by F\, F2, and F3. The norm of u and p can be evaluated by standard methods and bounded by
the norm of the fonction G\, i?i, H2 and ^ 3 . We recall that the standard techniques require the condition (1.13)
be satisfied and therefore (1.12) has a unique solution [37].

By using the trace theorem, the properties of the trilinear form c(w;u,w), and standard arguments (see,
eg., [37]), the norms of Gi, i ï i , H2 and H% can be bounded by the norm of w and 2\ We shall show that these
functions and therefore also the norm of u and p vanish when t tends to zero which proves the theorem.

Now we need to evaluate the norm \\w\\Hi/2^r^a^y ||V{u||, ||V£||, and ||V2<S|| where the vector w = ut — u
and 2 ~ pt — p are solutions of

) >vdx

f qV-wdx

w-sds =

F±{ut,Puv) V Î G V ( % ) ) n H j ( O ) (3.18)

^5(^t,Pt,g) Vq€L2{Û)nl2{U{a)) (3.19)

)) (3.20)

where

vV2ut + (ut - V)ut + Vpt - f) • vdx

+ ƒ {-{w- V)w - vV2ut + {ut • V)ut + Vpt - / ) • vdx ,

f f
- ƒ g V • S t df + / q V • uÉ df,

and

ttPu f) = - / {ût - g) - s ds ^ {ut ~ 9) • s ds .

Again, we use Lemma 3.1 to estimate F4. F5, and FQ. It is easy to see that for all e > 0 there is a £3 such that
for all t < £3 we have

\F4\ < l2

|F5

\F6

n(at)

r(a)

G,qdx\ \/qeL2{U)nL2
ö{Q{a))

with , HG5IU2 and \\H6\\Hl/2 bounded by e/2.
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Since e is positive but arbitrarily small, the set (3.18)-(3.20) is a linearized version of the Navier-Stokes
system with regular and arbitrarily small right-hand side. Again, if the condition (1.13) is satisfied (so that
(1.12) has a unique solution), by using standard arguments [37], we find that for all 5 > 0 there is a t* such
that, for ail t < i4, the norms of the solution (w^p) are bounded by 5. Prom standard regularity results we can
conclude that ||U>||HI/2, ||W||2, and ||p||i can be bounded by arbitrarily small positive constants when t tends to
zero. •

Under the hypotheses of the Theorem 3.2, we have the existence of the Gâteaux derivative of the map
(üyp) = (ü(a)ip(a)). Clearly, the map q = q(a) from Qad to L2(I) is differentiable at a G Qad in the direction
Sa and its Gâteaux derivative q' = Dq/Da - Sa satisfies the following équation

Vv € * # ( / ) . (3.21)f vq'dx+ f ^ ^ d x = 0

Now, it is easy to show the differentiability of the functional J(u, q,a).

Theorem 3.3. Let the hypotheses of the Theorem 3.2 holà. Let (u,p,g,a) G Aad have Gâteaux derivative
üf e H1(O(a)) satisfying (3.6). Let qf G L2(I) satisfy (3.21). Then, the functional in (1.7) defines a mapping

J(ü(a),q(a),a):Qad^R. (3.22)

This mapping has a Gâteaux derivative J'{ü,q, a) in the direction ôa — a —a for ail admissible a. Furthermore,
we have

J\ü{a),q{a),a) = DJ^^a) . Sa = 2v [ Vu-Vu'àx + vf ^ ^ (V • n)ds + 0 [ qq' dx , (3.23)
Da Jn{a) JVot du du j l

where V is defined by (0, Sa) on Ta and n the unit vector normal to the boundary.

Proof The results are a conséquence of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. Let a and 5 be given in Qad- We set
Sa = a — a and at = a + tSa. We can write

lim - ( ƒ Vu* • Vut dx — Vu • Vu dx J = lim — ( ƒ Vut • Vut dx — I Vut • Vut dx)

+ lim - ( ƒ Vu* • Vut dx- Vu • Vudx)
t^°t\JQ{a) Jn{oL) J

which converges, from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.1, to

2v l VüVüfdx + v (Vu • Vu) {V - n) ds

as t tends to zero. The theorem follows by writing

/ (Viï-VÜ)(V-n)ds= f ^^(V-n)ds
JvŒ ira on du

since u = 0 on Fa. The derivative of the term involving q is obvious and this complètes the proof. •
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3.3. The optimality System

We show that the optimal control problem implies a first-order necessary condition. If (tt, p, g, a) is an optimal
solution, then for every 6a — a — a such that a G Qad and for every A G IR+, we have, from the définition of an
optimal solution,

J(u(a -f A55), q(a + Xôa):a + Xôa) > J(u,q, a).

The above inequality implies

J(u(a + Xôa),q(a + A55), a -f Xôa) — J(u, q: a)
X

> 0 if A > 0.

The limit must be non-negative when A tends to zero and this leads to the following first-order necessary
condition.

Theorem 3.4. If (u,p,q,a) is an optimal pair f or the problem in (2.2) and the functional in (1.7) is Gâteaux
differentiable, then the necessary condition for a to be a minimizer is

Jl(u,q,a-a) > 0 (3.24)

for ail a G Qad such that a" G Bad-

We recall that the set of ail a € Qad such that 5" G Bad is a convex closed set and is not empty from the
définition of Bad-

in Theorem 3.7, we shall show that the condition (3.24) can be written explicitly and the solution of the
problem in (2.2) satisfies a System of équations and variational inequalities. In order to do this, we will need
the following interest ing preliminary resuit s.

Lemma 3.5. Let a and a be in Qad with Sa = a — a and v! be defined by (3.6). Then, for every h^ in
H1(Q(a))î we have

[ Vh2-VÜldx = -y f ^^(V.n)ds,

where V — (0,5a) is defined on T& and w is the solution of the linear adjoint problem

va{w,v) -h c(v]ü,w) -h c{u\V)W) + b(v,a) = — ƒ V/12 • Vvdx Vtf G Hl(Q(a))

b(w,q)=Q Vgeig(ft(a)) ° (3-25)

Proof If we write the first équation in (3.25) with test fonctions in H1(fi(a)), we have

va{w, v) H- c(v] u, w) + c(u; v, w) + b(v} a) + ƒ (an — v—) • vds = — / Vh2 • Vvdx. Vv G H1(Q(o;)).
Jr(ct) ÖU Jîî(a)

By using this équation with v = ü! and q ~ p', we can write

- / V7t2 • Vu'dx= (an - y~) • u
Jn(a) Jr(a) &n

) u} ds + va(w, u') + c(ff'; ü, w) + c(u\ué\ w) + b(u\ a). (3.26)
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The result follows from (3-6), the weak équation for the Gâteaux derivative, with v — w and from b(iu,pf) ~ 0.
In fact

) (V" n) ds / ( an + i / )va(uf ,w) + c(üf\ü\w) + c(ü; ü\w) — / (an — ^^— ) * TT- (V" • n) ds = / ( — an + i/—— ) r̂— (F • n) ds
Jr a an an Jp^ V on/ on

dw du j

since ft • ̂  = ^ = 0 (see [29]). D
an as

Lemma 3.6. Let ce and a be in Qad with öa = a — a and qf be defined by (3.21). Then, for every q in L2(I),
we have

f f f d(i dôa

Ji Ji dx dx

where ji is the solution of the linear équation

f (IJ, + (3q) 4>dx - 0 V0 € L2{I), (3.27)

Proof The proof follows easily by combining (3.21), (3.27), and the boundary conditions for a. D

We now write out conditions (3.24) explicitly, using the solution of an adjoint System.

Theorem 3,7. If (ü,p>q>a) is optimal for the problem (2.2), satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, then a
is solution o f

Jf(u,q,a){w,^a~a)>Q V5 G Qad , (3.28)

where

The vector V(Ç) is simply (0, Q, n is the unit normal to Ta, and fj,Jt(3q = Q, where q £ 8ad and the function
w is solution of the adjoint System

ua(w9v) + c(v;iï:w) +c(u;v,w) + b(v:a) = ~2v|n(a)(Vw • Vv) dx V^G Hj(fi(a))

) (3.30)
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Proof. Let (ü,p^q:a) be an optimal solution of the problem (2.2). By Theorem 3.3 we compute the Gâteaux
derivative of the functional J{u,q, a) and then Lemma 3.5 complètes the proof. We have

J'(Ü{a)t g(a), a) = D J ^ Q' a) • Sa = 2v f Vu • V'u' dx + v [ ^ ^ (V • ft) as + 0 [ qq' dx ,

where u' is a solution of (3.6), qf solution of (3.21), V defined by (0, Q on Ta and n the normal unit vector.
Now, by using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain

where w is the solution of (3.30). Now, the theorem follows from Theorem 3.4 and ( = Sa = a — a. •

To summarize, in order to solve the optimal problem for (uywJp^a^q: fi^ot) by using the adjoint équation
method, we have to solve the Navier-Stokes system

ua(û9v) + c(u\u,v) + b(v, p) = (f,v) Vv

b{u,q)=0 Vgei§(fi(a)) (3.31)

the adjoint System

z/a(tü,^) + c(w;uy v) + c(tT;ûJ,-y) -h b(v:a) = —

(3-32)

and the inequality

£ ' (U ,Q) (U; ,Q-U! ) > 0 (3.33)

for ail a G Câ - The function £'(tt, CK)^, C) is defined by

dûdu dûdw\

with boundary conditions a(a) = zi, a(6) = 2;2) and a'(a) = a'(6) = 0. The quantities q and \x can be computed
through

f qvdx=- f^^-dx VV<EH£(I) (3.34)
Ji Ji dx dx

and ji + ƒ?# = 0, respectively.
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3.4. The shape gradient

We now have two methods for Computing the shape gradient. Given a direction öa and a candidate optimizer
(n,p, ç,a), we have that the shape gradient is given in terms of the sensitivity variables by (3.23), where
V = (0, Öa) and where the flow sensitivity v! is determined from (3.6). Alternately, the shape gradient is given
in terms of adjoint variables by (3.29), where the adjoint variables w and ji are determined from (3.30) and
^ -{- pq = 0, respectively.

It is important to note that the sensitivity équations (3.6) involve öa through the appearance of V. Thus,
if one changes the direction Öa, one must recompute the sensitivities. On the other hand, the adjoint System
(3.30) is independent of the choice of öa. This can have a profound effect on the cost of determining optimal
solutions through methods that use the shape gradient. For any candidate optimizer (u,p, g,a), the shape
gradient can be computed for multiple directions öa with a single linear adjoint System solution. On the other
hand, the sensitivity équation must be solved for each distinct direction öa.

Of course, flow sensitivities are of interest in their own right. They describe how and where changes in the
parameters that détermine the shape of the boundary affect the flow. However, in the optimal control setting,
it seems that using the adjoint équation approach to determining the shape gradient is more efficient.

4. T H E L A G R A N G E M U L T I P L I E R M E T H O D

4.1. Préliminaires

In this section, we show that the Lagrange multiplier technique is well posed and can be used to obtain the
first-order necessary condition. Further, the Lagrangian map can be shown to be strictly differentiable for all
values of the external force and this allows us to apply the Lagrange multiplier method to a wider range of
problems and complètes the theoretical treatment of the problem for arbitrary values of the viscosity. Also,
this method gives a different and better theoretical insight into the control process, allowing us to write the
inequality constraints in a different form.

First, we introducé auxiliary variables that allow us to transform the inequality constraints into equalities
and then invoke well-known dérivations for equality constrained minimization problems; see, e.#., [3] or [39].

We begin by replacing

Co < a < do and c2 < q < d2 \fx e I (4.1)

by

\a-ao\
2-a2

m + s2
Q - 0 Vx e I (4.2)

l « -«o | 2 -<& + *! - 0 Vxel (4.3)

for some 52 G L2(I) and so £ H2(I), where a0 = (CQ -f do)/2, qo = (c2 + d2)/2, am = (do - co)/2, and
Qm = (d2 — C2)/2. Clearly, if (4.2)-(4.3) are satisfied, then so are (4.1). Also, note that if (t?,p, g, a) is a solution
of the optimal control problem, then there exist so, 82 such that a, q and so, ̂ 2 satisfy (4.2)-(4.3).

In this section, we let T(a) be piecewise C1]1 in agreement with the proposed model problem and g e
H3/2(r(a0) where / r ( a ) g~ nds = 0 with g = 0 on T2 H T4, g = & G H3/2(ri) on Tx and g = g2 G H3/2(r2)
on T2.

The Lagrange multiplier method proposed here is based on an embedded technique method. We write the
Lagrangian on a larger domain and then choose the solution that fits our domain forcing the boundary values
as a constraint.
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Let SI be an open bounded domain with boundary F £ C1'1 with convex corners which contains ft(a) for
ail a. We use the "hat notation" for functions on fi, Also let ƒ G L2(fi) be the body force on the extended
domain as previously discussed.

Let B, = (H2(Ô) n Hj(fi)) x (Lg(fi) H H 1 ^ ) ) x Bnd x Qad x H2(I) x L2(7), B2 = H " 1 ^ ) x £§(0) x
H 1 /^ / ) x H ^ r j a j - Ta) x L2(/) x #2(7) x Ll(I) and B 3 = H " 1 ^ ) x L2{Q) x H 1 / 2 ^) x H1 /2(r(a) - Ta) x
L2(I) x W2}1(I) x 1^(1). We equip Bi, B2 and B3 with the usual graph norms for the product spaces involved.

We define the nonlinear mapping M : Bi —• B3 by M(u,p,q, a, 50,^2) = (h,l2,h,h,hil6,l7) for
(S,p,Q,aïsosS2) € Bi and (Zi,hMihM,h,h) G B 3 if and only if

' f-vàx
n

b{u,z)= / /2zdf VÏGLo(^)

/ Û-sds=[k-sds V ? G H

(u-g)-sds= f4 •
( ) - r a 7r(a)-ra[ vqdx+ f^^dx= f kvdx

j Jj dx dx Jj
ao^-a^ + sl^le Vx e I

H"1/2 (r(a) - (4.4)

with a(a) = Z\, a(b) = z2i and a'(a) = a'(6) = 0. The set of constraint équations in the optimal shape
control problem can be expressed as M(u,p, qy a, s0, «2) = (0,0, 0,0,0,0,0) when the test functions v, £ vanish
outside £1.

Given (wi,pi, ci, ai) G Aad-> w e define another nonlinear mapping Q : Bi —> R x B3 by Q(u,p, q, a, SQ, 52) =

(a, ii, /2,̂ 3^4> is, ̂ 6J h) if and only if

(4.5)

4.2. Differentiability

These mappings are strictly differentiable, as is shown in the following lemma. We recall the notion of strict
differentiability (see [39]). Let X and Y dénote Banach spaces, then the mapping tp : X —> Y is strictly
differentiable at x € X if there exists a bounded, linear mapping D from X to Y such that for any e > 0 there
exists a 5 > 0 such that whenever \\x — #i\\x < S and ||x — X2\\x < S for xi,x2 G X, then

- <p(x2) - D(xi - x2)\\y <
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The strict derivative D at the point x G X, i£ it exists, will often be denoted by D — (pf(x). The value of this
mapping on an element x G X will often be denoted by (p'(x) • x. In the next theorem we can identify X — Bi
and F = B2 .

Lemma 4.1. Le£ the nonlinear mappings M : Bi —• B3 and Q : Bi —> E x B 3 be defined by (4.4) and (4.5),
respectively, Then, these mappings are strictly differentiable at a point (ïz,p3 ç,a, SQ, s2) £ Bi an<2 #s stnci
derivative is given by the bounded linear operator Mf(u1pi q>a,so, s2) ' Bi —> B2; where Mf(u^p^ q7 a^ SQ^ S2) •
(ui&q^iJo^^ijhJsMJsJeJh) for (u,p,q,a,SQ,s2) e Bi and

, a(a) = 5(6) - a'(a) = 5'(6) = O ,

ƒ ïï • s*ds + I (V (̂5) • n) (k + ^ ~ ) ^

ƒ u - s ds = j I4 * 5 ds

f da dv f 1

+ / "̂  dx = f l^vdx
Jj dx dx Ir

V5 G H"1 / 2(7)

(4.6)

\/v G HQ(I)

(a) = (0, a), «; dénotes the curvature, and n is the normal vector to F a . Moreover, the strict derivative
ojQ ai a point {û,p, q, a, so, #2) € Bi is given by the bounded linear operator Qf\u,p, q, a, 0*0, 52) : Bi —> M x B2,
where Qf(u^pyq,a,So^2) • {ü,p,q,a,'sQ,s<2) = (a'h'h J s ,h J s Je J7), /ör ( ^ ^ ^ a , ^ , si) € B JZ
Ï3J4VÏ5; ^6,^7) € M x B 2 if and only if

(2,p, ç,5,50,52)
(4.7)

where

— 8 \ qqdx + h>( / ~-ir~ (V(a) • n) ds + 2 ƒ (VS-Vw)dx).
/ƒ ^Jr a <9n9n yn ( a ) /

Proof. The linearity of the operator Mf(u,p: q, a, 50, 52) is obvious and its boundedness follows from the conti-
nuity of the forms a(-, •), 6(-, •), and c(-, -, •) combined with the trace theorem for Sobolev spaces. Likewise, the
linearity and boundedness of the operator Qf(u,p, q, a, 5Q, S2) ̂ re obvious. The fact that M'iu^p, g, a, 5o, s2) is
the strict derivative of the mapping M(u7p, g,a, SQJSS) also follows from the continuity of the trilinear form
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c(-,-,-). Indeed, we have that for any (tt,p, g,a, SQ, s2) E Bi and for ail (w, r, 0, ff,//, TO,T2) G B ^

1253

5,f, 0, ff, /x5 To,T2), M(2 i ,p i ,g i , a i , 5OI, 52i) — M(u2,p2. qo,ry.2, sö2, ,s22)

fctftti, ^ ) ~t~ cfiti j î i j IÜ) -j- b(w^ Px) — ( ƒ-, ̂ 0 H~ &(^i, T)

i(u2} w^) + c(u2] u2j w) + ^(^)P2) — {ft 'w) H" ̂ (Ï^2Î ï*) )

+ ƒ V'{ui — g)ds— ff- (u2 — g)ds
Jr{a)-rai yr(a)-ra2

— I ff - (ui — ̂ 2) ds + I 9 •ui ds — ƒ Ö • it2 ds

— \ 9 * {ui — S2) ds — (V{&i — OL2) • n) 9 - (k + — ) iïds

+ / TQ ( (cei — ŒQ) + SQI — {0.2 ~ ao) ~~ ̂ 02 ~ ^{ot — CKQ)(O!I — (X2)
Jl v

— 2SO(SQI — S02) ) + T2( (gi — Qo) + S21 — (^2 — Qo) — 5 2 2

~2(g - go)(gi - 92) - 2s2(s2i - s22)Jdx,

— w 2 ) f ) J

where V(z) = (0, z). Prom Lemma 3.1 we have that for every e ||ai — a2 | |H2/4 > 0 there exits a öi > 0 such
that

[ / 9'Uids- 9'Uids-t {V(ai - a ) - n ) ( K + — )(9 ds

for i = 1,2 for ail t < Si. Therefore, we have

2,p2,q2,a2,s02,s22)

a 2 ) so i - «02,021 - ^22) ƒ \

^ ( ƒ
ƒ (
ƒ ro

T2\{q

ai - a) • n)(K + ^ ) ( «

- a2) • S ) (K + ^ ) ( U 2

- a2)(ai - a + a2 - a

2- q) - s2

+ s02 - so)j

- $2)} dx
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for all t < ö\. Then, by using the continuity of the form c(-, -, -), the Sobolev imbedding theorem, and the trace
theorem, we have, for some constants Ci, C2, C3, C4 > 0, that

\\M{uupu qu au soi, «21) - M(u 2 , p 2 , 42,0:2, $02, s22)

- u2\\i | | £ - \ui -u2\\i ||tz —

+C 2 ( | | a i - a| |2 | |2i - 22 | | + |

x - a2\\2{\\a - ax\\2 | a - a 2 | | 2 ) + \\qx - q2\\{\\q -qi\\ + \\q - q2\\)

- S02II) + ||«21 ~ S22IKHS2 ~ 521II + p2 ~ 522||)J

- 5 2 2 1 1 e ,

for t < 5\. Then, for any e > 0, by choosing S = eC.4/2, we have that, whenever \\{u — U\,p — pi , q —

52i) - M(u2ip2j q2j a2i 502,522)

(«ï -u2,f>i -ïh^qi -q2,cx1 - c t 2 ) 5 0 i - 5 0 2 , s 2 i - 5 2 2 ) | | g 2

Thus, the mapping M is strictly differentiable on all of Bi and its strict derivative is given by M'.
Using the strict differentiability of the mapping M and Lemma 3.1, it is then easy to show that the mapping

Q is also strictly differentiable and that its strict derivative is given by Qf. D
From the mapping (4.6) we can write the Gâteaux derivative for our Navier-Stokes System and recover the

results of the previous sections. In fact, the solution (ü,p) of the Navier-Stokes system with boundary defined
by T(a) can be seen as the restriction to Q(a) of the function (u,p).

Let Bi and B2 be the space generated by all the restrictions from Û to (l(a) of the functions in Bi and B2

respectively. With test functions in Hj(fï(a)) we write the mapping M'(ü,p,q,a,SQ,s2) as

ua u,v) + c(u;ü,v) + c{ü\u,v) + b{v>p) = / ïi-vàx V'v e i^o(f2(a
Ma)

=
Jn

l2zdx VzeLl(n(a))

f ü-sds+ f (V-n)(k+—)ü-sds= [h-sds Vs€H
Jra Jra on Jj
f u-sds= f U-sds V5GH-1 / 2(r(a)-rQ)

Jr(a)-ra 7r(a)-ra

I v qdx + ƒ - ^ - ^ dx = l5vdx \fv e HQ(I)
JI Ji dx dx Jj

25(a - ao) + 2?0 50 = ÏQ VX e /

k 2 q (q- q0) + 252 52 = lr Vx G /

with S(a) = 0, a(b) = 0 and 5'(a) = af(b) = 0.

(4.8)
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From (4.8). we note that the regularity of the Gâteaux derivative cannot be the same as the solution of the
Navier-Stokes System. In fact, the boundary conditions for the Gâteaux derivative implies a different degree of
regularity

Also, we note that the map M'(tx,p, g, a, SQ} 52) in (4.8) assumes exactly the same values of the restriction of
M!(u,p,g, a, so, $2) ^° ^(a) since no further information is necessary to identify the function over the domain
Q(a). The use of (4.8) or (4.6) over the domain Çl(a) is equivalent and therefore in the rest of the paper we always
work with these operators on the domain fî(a) and use the notation M'(u,p, g, a, SQ> S2) and Q'(ü,p, g, a, SQ} 52).

Next, we prove some further properties of the derivatives of the mappings M and Q.

Lemma 4.2. Let (tZ,p, g, a, 50,52) G Bi dénote a solution of the optimal control problem. Then we have
(i) the operator Mf(ü,p, g, a, 5o, §2) has closed range in B2;

(ü) the operator Qr{Ü,p, g, a, So, $2) has closed range in M x B2/
(iii) the operator Qr{ü,p, g, a, SQ, .§2) is not onto R x B2.

Proof. In order to show (i), we shall show that the range of the last three équations in (4.8) is (L2(I) x HQ(I) f]
HQ (ƒ) x L2(I)) and the range of the other équations is closed. At the moment we focus our attention on the last
three équations. If (w,p, g, a, §0,^2) is an optimal solution and (u,p, g^S, so,S2) E Bi such that 5(a) = 5(6) =
5'(a) = 5'(6) = 0, then the range of the last three équations is clearly a subset of (L2(I) x HQ (J)niî'o C0 x L2{I)).
Also, for ail (JsJejh) £ {L2{I) x HQ(I) PI HQ(I) X L2(I)) we can fmd an element (g,5,So,^). In fact, since
(w,p:g, a, so,S2) is an optimal solution, then the équation (a — a0)2 = «m — SQ i m P a e s t n a t t n e quantities
(a — ao) and so cannot be zero at the same time so that we can always solve the sixth équation with SQ — 0 and
a = J&/2(a — ao) or with a = 0 and So = Ie/250 for ail Te € HQ(I) H HQ(I). In an analogous manner, this can
also be done for the last équation in (4.8). Also, we note that if SQ = 0, the solution is a = CQ or a = do and
if «2 = 0 the solution is q = C2 or g = tfe. The définition of Z3ad and the corresponding choice of the constants
CO,^OJC2, and d^ imply the existence of solutions also when s^ and SQ are both zero.

Thus, the question of the closedness of t̂he range of the operator M' : Bi —>• B 2 reduces to the like question
for the inhomogeneous Stokes operator S : H2(f2(a)) n Hj(Q(o;)) x ^ ^ ^ ( a ) ) n Lg-(fî(û;)) -> H"1(n(a)) x

) x H1/2(F(a)) defîned as follows: S • (£;,£) = ( î i ,^ ,^ ) if and only if

I
Jr(a)

(w — g) • s ds = I Is • s ds s G H 1>

where ƒ G L2(f2(o;)), g G H3/2(F(ce)), and T(a) is piecewise C1 '1 with convex corners. The fact that the
operator S has closed range in H"1(r2(a)) x LQ(ÇI(O)) X H1/2(F(a)) follows easily from well-known results for
the Stokes équations; see, e.g., [37]. We can then conclude that the operator S has closed range in B2, and,
since the operator Mf{Ü,py g, a, SQ5 #2) is a compact perturbation of the operator 5, we have, from the Predholm
theory, that M;(iï,p, g, a, 5Q, 52) itself has closed range in B2. Starting from (i), the proof of (ii) and (iii) can
be found easily by using the standard techniques in [18,19,21,23]. D

The first-order necessary condition follows easily from the fact that the operator Qf(u,p, g, a, so, 52) is not
onto R x B2; see, e.gn [18,22,23].

Theorem 4.3. Given (u,p, g,ce) G Aad- If (w,p, g, o^so^) ^ ^l ^s a so^u^on °f ^e optimal shape control
problem, then there exists a nonzero Lagrange multiplier (À, w: r, 0,r?, /X,TO,T2) e l x B ^ satisfying the Euler
équations

(ïï, f, g, 5,50,52) + {(wyr,6y<n, /i,ro,T2), M\ü,p, q,a,sö, s2) • (5,r, g, S, s0, «2)^ = 0 1

) 6 Bi,
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where (•,•) dénotes the duality pairing between*B2 and T$2-

4.3. The optimality system

Next, we examine the first-order necessary condition (4.10) to dérive an optimality system from which optimal
states and controls may be determined.

Theorem 4.4. Let (uypyq,a,s0,s2) G Bi dénote a solution of the optimal control problem. Then, if s0 ^ 0
and S2 y^ O, u is the solution of

/
du dC , f f du du düdw

da; dx JTa \dndn dndn f( = Q \fvtL2(I)

(4.11)

(4.12)

/or aM a G H2(I) with a(a) = z1} a(b) — z2, and af{a) = af(b) = 0, where (w,r) e Hj(fi(a)) x L§(îî(ûf))
satisfies the adjoint problem

I/CL^UI) tJ) + c{v\ û} w) + c{vi] V) ri

b(wf q) = 0 V# G LQ(Q(O))

(v9 r) = - 2 Ï / /

(4.13)

If so = O we have a = c0 or a = do. If s2 ~ 0 we have q = c2 or q — d2 which gives a through (2.1) and the
appropriate boundary conditions.

Proof. We write (4.13) in the following way

va{w, v) -\- c(v: u, w) + c(u: v, w) -\- b(v, r)

= ƒ (—rn + ẑ  — ) * vdx — 2u I

The first-order necessary condition (4.10) is equivalent to

Vu-Vvdx \/ve (4.14)

va{u,w)

77 ^

f qqdx)

/*
) + c{u,U)W) + bÇw^p) + b{u,r) -h / Ö'• (w-

/ / igdx+ / —- -— dx + 2 / ro(5(a - a0)
Jƒ Ji dx dx Jj

/3 ~*

(w-h ( F ( 5 ) • n) -x—)

- go) = 0

for ail (ïï,p, g', a, 50,52) € Bi. We are free to choose A = 1.
Choosing p = 5 = g = so = 52 = Oin the first-order necessary condition yields (4.14), 9 = rn — v^ on

r a , and ff = 6 on r(a) — Ta. Choosing u = 0, p — so — S = S2 = 0 we recover (4.12) and, for u = 0,
p — SQ = ^ = ŝ  = 0, we recover (4.11). Thus, we have shown that this theorem holds for s* 7̂  0 f°r t = 0,2.

If si = 0 for some i we have that a^ = c\ or aW = d*. For example, if so = 0 we have a = co or a = do.
If 52 = 0 over an interval / then a should be parabolic with boundary condition determined by a outside I.
Starting from the value of a^l\ all the quantities and in particular r̂  can be easily determined. Q
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It is obvious that the first-order necessary condition obtained in the previous section, when applicable, is
the same as that obtained by the Lagrangian formulation. The introduction of the variable s0 &nd S2 gives
an insight to the structure of the optimal solution but it is clear that it is not convenient in the numerical
computations. Numerically it is difficult to evaluate the variables SQ and 52 and many local extremal points can
be introduced in such an attempt.

As a conséquence of the optimality System we have to solve

va(u,v) + c(ü)Ü:v) + b(v,p) =

6(u,r)=0 Vr€Ll(n(a)) (4.15)

) \fse

va((w, v) + c[y\ u, w) + c(u\ u, w) + &(#,r) — —2v ƒ Vu - Vvdx
Jn(a)

,r) = Q Vr€

^ w = 0 on r(a)

n)ds = O VCe^o(I) (4.17)

/

dcx dv f i
— cLr— qvdx \/v E H^(I) (4.18)

dx dx Jj

with a(a) = ZQ and a(a) = z\y and

/"
' - g ) > 0 (4.19)

for ail a G Qad and for ail g £ £>ad- The numerical solution of this System of variâtional équations and inequalities
is a rather important question and thus we propose a simple projected gradient algorithm (see [11,24]). In
practice, one cannot solve the System simultaneously and at each itération the method requires the sequential
solution of the Navier-Stokes System (4.15) and the adjoint System in (4.16). The solution of the two Poisson
équations (4.18) and (4.19) is not very expensive but care should be taken to check that the shape a is in Cad.
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